PULL HARD MY MERRY MATES ERE WE MISS OUR DINNER
And eight stalwart sons of M. I. T. pull mightily in order that the Junior Varsity at least shall eat tonight. The rudder is much easier than pulling an oar is shown by the cox wears the clothes for the crew.

HOT TIES
Cardinal and Grey frosh cravats receive warmest ovation since their reception last October. Scene at funeral pyre as well-worn neckwear went up in smoke. Joy on freshman faces is only slight indication of their grief at parting with companions of a term and a half. The wild dance-pictured took place as the Mil Science band played all the snappy funeral marches they knew. Readers who took this for a Boy Scout campfire rally don't know their brass buttons. This was a big day in first-year circles—tree planting, speech making, gun shooting, bonfire, 'n everything. Jim Donovan can at last rest easy for the rest of his collegiate career. This new tradition is going to mean a lot of worry to some senior each year.

TRIUMVERATE PLAN
The "Big Three" of Technology rowing, Haynes, Malmonstal, and Thomas, go into conference.

BEAVERS GATHER TO START NEW SEASON
Although still remaining outside the portals of Technology's official sportdom the baseball team attracts much interest from the student body. Here's how the team looked a few days ago.

WE'RE READY CALFORD—COME ON
"Brig" Allen and Charlie Denny get ready to stop any possible maneuver on the part of the enemy. The latest style in football helmets is being held on high lest harm befall it.

STRIPPED FOR OTHERS' ACTION
P. T. McCarthy, better loved as basketball coach, awaits next class in Monkey Drill. His efforts to make men out of the entering frosh are more than compensated by his success in developing a first class Varsity five.

WHAT SHALL WE DO ABOUT IT?
Coach Silva and Manager Riley of the Beavers trying to decide whether it will be necessary to take out insurance on the windows in Building Two. By their appearance they seem somewhat hopeful.